
 

 

Experience your Soul within and attune to 

the soul of your nation    

The Netherlands     |     Belgium/Flanders     |     France 
 

by  
Wolfgang J. Aurose & Soleil Aurose  
Ashland, Oregon, USA  
U kunt zich inschrijven voor de lezing op vrijdagavond of 
voor de hele workshop.  
Informatie & aanmelding: secretaris@auroville.nu.  
Aanmelding & betaling vóór 18 mei 2014.  
De toegangsprijs is exclusief overnachting & maaltijden;  
Voor meer info, logies & carpoolen: www.auroville.nu, 
Josee Lamers.  Contactpersoon België: 
maurice.baptist@gmail.com. 
 

 
Presentatie/Lezing: 20 Juni 2014 

Workshop: 20-22 Juni 2014   
 Centrum de Roos, Amsterdam    

Presentatie/lezing door Wolfgang vrijdag 20 juni: € 15,-  
Hele workshop 20-22 juni: € 245,- 

Korting voor AVI leden: € 30,-   
Nederlandse en Belgische Aurovilianen betalen een 

gereduceerd tarief (naar draagkracht). 
Spreektaal Engels, Nederlandse vertaling  

  

SOUL CONNECTION 
We will learn to connect to our soul via the Layers of 
the Heart process which has been developed by 
Soleil Aurose. It’s profoundly life changing as one 
can experience oneself as a continuum of being- a 
personality, a Soul and a transpersonal Self.   
The experience becomes anchored in the Akashic 
record of the cells, which makes returning to this 
experience in meditation much easier.  
 

Quotations from participants:  
Carol M., Vancouver, Canada:  
” I powerfully felt my Canadian roots. I have gained 
another great support, a Higher power through the 
Soul of Canada”.  
Christa R., Germany:  
”Your workshop was deeply touching and most of all 
very effective to me. Before I was suffering on 
melancholic and depressive thoughts and feelings 
connected with Germany. They are gone” 
Jaya, Auroville, India: 
”We all found the workshop very useful. This tool 
helped us get deeper than the research and cultural 
events to discover the nation soul”.  

  
SOUL OF MY NATION  

 We will then focus on discovering and feeling the 
qualities and shadows of our Nation Soul in our own 
body. We can experience why our soul choose to be 

born in our nation, how our soul can contribute to our 
nation’s soul dharma, how we can discern qualities of 

our nation soul and ego in our body and transform 
the negative shadows. We may also gain insights if 

our soul wants to commit with another nation’s soul 
at this point in our life. We may see ourselves as well 

as nations as purposeful spiritual beings in an on-
going divine evolution. We will experience an 

expanded sense of identity and feel a new sense of 
Home, peace and safety within. 

 
We will focus particularly on the souls of Holland, 

Belgium/Flanders and France  
 
Lynda L., Lodi CA USA 
“A first- class workshop! Resulted in deep spiritual 
experiences, remarkably insights and practical  
applications of transformative practice. Soleil and 
Wolfgang are a wonderful team and transmit a rich 
integral vision and experience”.   

http://www.auroville.nu/
mailto:maurice.baptist@gmail.com


 

Friday, June 20, 2014  
Evening, start at 19.00  

 The New Integral View of Nations in 
Human Evolution.  
With a colourful slide show Wolfgang will present the 
current sociological discussions about the issues of 
“nations” in today’s fast changing world and an exposure 
to the visionary approach of Sri Aurobindo.  Behind 
increasing planetary disorders, wars, revolutions and 
crises, nations and individuals are evolving to where they 
can awaken to their true souls.   
Sri Aurobindo stresses a partner-like relation of the 
individual with the national soul. He points also to a 
national ego with its shadows. To transform into a new 
world centric consciousness it is needed to process the 
national shadows and to integrate the national soul 
qualities in one’s soul.  
 

Saturday,  June 21, 2014 
Morning, start at 09.30 

 Practicing Layers of the Heart  
Participants learn to facilitate another person in resolving 
issues presented at the emotional heart center. They go 
through the levels of the heart to the region of the 
Psychic Being and transcendent vast into the 
transpersonal experience. All that is beautiful, light filled, 
and supportive is then brought back up through the 
layers of the heart.  
Afternoon 

 Becoming Aware of your nations’ 
Soul Qualities and Shadow Aspects.   
Short exercises.  Discovering and integrating in your body 
some key qualities of the country where you are born or 
mostly related with.   

  
 

 Your relation with the national Soul 
Qualities and the national Ego Aspects 
Discovering and healing in your body some key shadow 
aspects of your country.   
 

Sunday, June 22, 2014 
Morning start 09.30  

 Embracing the national Soul  
Taking the Soul of the country, where you are born or 
mostly related with, to your Personal Soul.  
Group Process > Taking all that you have experienced in 
the last two days. It may emerge as ways to contribute to 
your country, to Auroville or to an international working 
environment. It may create a new sense of Home , peace 
and safety within, and a new expanded identity with roots 
in the uniqueness of your nation’s soul.   



 Nation & international cooperation  
& a Dutch/Flemish Pavilion in Auroville 
How can one’s alignment to the nation’s soul help to 
appreciate the uniqueness of other countries and cultures 
too? How can we contribute to the International Zone in 
Auroville?   

 
Maurice B., Belgium:  

 “Is Belgium a surrealistic accident of history, as some argue, or is 
this little country a real nation with a clear psychological and 

cultural identity? Thanks to many compromises and consecutive 
state reforms we have reached a balance with a highly complex 

governance structure with six governments. Can it be an example 
of unity in diversity ? In this workshop we aim to discover the 

soul of our nation”.    
             

Soleil Aurose M.A. 
Born to American parents in 
Saudi Arabia , Soleil met The 
Mother in India  in 1971 and has 
been on the path of Integral 
Yoga ever since. She is an expert 
in Trans-personal Counseling, 
Psychology, Founder of the 
Hladina Method and writer of 
the book: ”Inlighten The Body – 

The Hladina Method”, which can be downloaded from her 
website: www.hladinamethod.com  Soleil has given seminars 
on the Hladina Method in USA, Canada, Auroville, Germany 
and Latin America. Soleil has a private Practice since 1987. 
“Soleil synthesizes contemporary scientific research with 
modern yogic experience and integral psychology”, says Ervin 
Laszlo, writer of Science and the Akashic Field.  
If you want private consultation with Soleil: let us know by 
email: secretaris@auroville.nu  

Wolfgang J. Aurose M.A. 
Born in Germany, Wolfgang met the 
Mother and worked in Auroville in 
1972/73. For many years he has been 
Executive Chairman of Auroville 
International Germany and Chairman 
and Executive Director of Auroville 
International. Wolfgang is an  author 
and workshop leader. Presently he 
has published the German book ”Die 

Seele der Nationen – Evolution und Heilung”.  
www.sunwolfcreations.com.   

 

Since 2011 Wolfgang and Soleil have been 
giving workshops on the Soul of the Nations in 

Auroville, India, Germany, the Netherlands, 
Canada, USA and Colombia.  

 

http://www.hladinamethod.com/
mailto:secretaris@auroville.nu
http://www.sunwolfcreations.com/

